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Page Number
Correction to Be Made
v

What is being fixed

Change first part of paragraph 3 to read:
"Special thanks goes to the very kind, very
patient, Robyn Thomas and Angela Kozlowski; to
Nancy Sixsmith and Demian A. Holmberg for
keeping me honest; to Carl Thien for his
diligience;" and all of the other text from there
is fine.

1

11
43

52

73
86
86

Credit was omitted since I thanked Byron in
the acknowledgements section. However, it's
important that he's credited here on page 1
under the screenshot. My reference to him in
the acknowledgements section was personal.
Underneath the screenshot should be an artwork I want him to have the professional credit
credit for Byron Regej
here, under the screenshot.
Tip: replace the text "double clicking" with
In beta, you had to double-click. This is not
"single-clicking"
true of the general release.
Paragraph 4 (excluding tip): Change the text
"Edit>Guides>Edit Guides" to
"View>Guides>Edit Guides"
Typo.
The current value shows 770, which is the
Step 2, paragraph 1, 2nd sentence: The W value wrong width. It's meant to be a pixel smaller
should be changed to 779
than the stage size.
Step 1, paragraph 1 change text "lesson02/start"
to "lesson03/start"
Path error.
Step 1 second sentence: text "home" should be
bold faced.
Step 1, sentence 3, text "pages" should be bold These two are consistency issues. New layer
faced.
names should be boldfaced.

88

88

100
100
106

Top of page, first paragraph. Add the line: "Also,
when you added the Timeline effect, the home
layer was renamed Drop Shadow by Flash. You
will change that in the next step.
Step 4 should read: rename the Drop Shadow
layer to home. Lock the home layer and save
your work.
Step 3: change the text "media folder" to
"buttons folder"
Step 3, paragraph 1, sentence 1: changed text
"media" to "buttons"
Step 6: Button text should be initial capped, not
all capped.

Clarity…readers may not be aware of the
change.

Eliminates confusion in later steps.
Incorrect folder reference
Incorrect folder reference.
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Step 6, Paragraph 1, sentence 1: text in parens
should read "(Reviews, Tour, News, Feedback,
and Map)" The text "…all in capital letters"
should be removed.

The instructions tell the user to use all caps,
but the source files and screen shots all show
initial capped text.

108

113

114

118

Step 3: Second paragraph, second sentence:
text "12-pixel" should read "120-pixel".
First part of Step 6 should read: "Lock the logo
layer and unlock the glow layer." The rest of the
instructions in the step are fine.
First part of step 1 should read: "Unlock the
menu layer." The remainder of the instructions
are fine.
First part of step 1 should read: "Select and
unlock the buttons layer…" The remainder of the
instructions are fine.

Incorrect ruler position is currently showing.
The glow layer is currently locked. The
change to this instruction provides clarity.

Again, this provides clarity.

Clarity of instruction.

130

130
131

Paragraph 1, sentence one should read: "You'll
add stop actions to keyframes 1, 11, and 20…"
Paragraph two sentence 1 should read: Select
keyframe 1 of your actions layer…"
Paragraph 1, last sentence should read "Repeat
these steps to add a stop action to keyframes 11 Stop action on keyframe one was for some
and 20 of the actions layer."
reason omitted.

136
Step 5, paragraph 1, sentence 1 and 4: change
the text "mcProductsMenu" to "mcProducts"

Incorrect symbol reference

150
163

168

168
176

new file with corrected names
Last paragraph, sentence one should read: "In
the Load Graphic dialog box, type
mmpresslogo.jpg…"
Tip, sentence two should read: "Open the
Component Inspector panel by choosing
Window>Component Inspector."
Tip, last sentence, word "Scheme" should be
"Schema"
Step 2, first paragraph, first sentence: change
the text "invisible layer button" to "invisible
button layer"

Symbol names in starter file were incorrect.

Directory reference was incorrect.

Path to panel was incorrect.
Incorrect word usage.

typo

176
Step 3, Paragraph 2, should read: "Position
your cursor so that it is blinking in it's own line
underneath the stop action. You may need to
press Enter after the stop action to make a blank
space. Press the Script Assist button to turn
Script Assist back on."
Instructions were incorrect.
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206

218
223

227
231
231
273

273
286

Step 3, paragraph 3, first line, change the text
"In the Actions toolbox on the right" to "In the
Actions toolbox on the left"
Step 2, last paragraph on page, first sentence
should read "The keyframe placement you will
set to automatic."
Step 3, paragraph 2, line 2. Change the text "UI
Components" to "User Interface"
Step 3, paragraph 1: Delete sentence 2, which
reads "Use the W and H text fields in the
Property inspector to change the location of the
instance"
Second paragraph: Add "Select frame 1 of the
actions layer and add a stop action.
Step 4: Remove the text "Button" from the
instructions.
Paragraph 1, line 2: Remove the text "Button"
from the sentence.
Step 5 should read: Copy catalog01.png and
catalog02.png from the lesson09/assets folder on
the CD-ROM into the TechBookstore folder on
your hard drive.
Step 6, paragraph 1, last line: Change the
"autoScale" property to "scaleContent"
Step 3, first paragraph: Second sentence should
read: "Because you changed the instance name
for the component instance, you have to change
any references to news_txt to home_txt in your
ActionScript."

typo

Incorrect usage.
Incorrect reference.

Incorrect instruction.
This was accidentally omitted from the
original text.

The Button component is already on the
Stage at this point.

HD Directory reference was omitted.
Wrong property referenced.

This is a clarity issue.

287

324

Note should read: The two image files are
referenced within the HTML formatted text using
the <img> tag in the home.txt file. The precreated version calls the images from a directory
called "assets." If you use the file from the CDROM, you will have to create an "assets"
directory in your TechBookstore folder and move
your images into it, or you will have to remove
the references to the assets directory in the
home.txt file.
Clarity issue.
Last paragraph, line 7: Change the word
"generated" to "generate"
Improper usage.

